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Optlmlzatlon of the Parameters o f a Storage Rlng for a Hlgh Power XUV free Elec t ron La~ec 

A. Jac kson. J . Blsognano. S. ChaCc opadhyay. M. Cornacchla. A. Garren , K. Halbac h . 
K.J . Klm. H. Lancaster , J. Peterson. M. S. Zlsman 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
~l Cyclotron Rd. MS 47-112 
Berkeley , California 94720 

C. Pellegrini, G. Vignola 

Brookhaven National Laboratory 
Upton, L. I ., New York 11973 

Abstract 

In this paper we describe the operation of an XUV high gain FEL operating within a 
bypass of an electron storage ring, and discus. the Implications on storage ring optimiza
tion Imposed by FEL requirements. It transpires that, In the parameter regime of Inter
est, collective effects within the beam play an Important role. For example, Intrabeam 
scattering dilutes the transverse emittance of the beam and the microwave Instability 
increases the momentum spread. Both phenomena reduce the effectiveness of the FEL. A 
computer code , ZAP. has been written which , for a given lattice design. takes all such 
effects Into consideration and produces a figure of merit for FEL operation for that 
machine. We show the results of ZAP for several storage ring designs, all optimized for 
FEL operation. and present a deSign example of a facility capable of producing coherent 
radiation at 400 A with tens of megawatts of peak power. 

1. Introduction 

Thera has recently been remarkable progress In demonstrating the generation of coherent 
radiation through Free Electron Laser (FEL) Interaction In the Infrared and microwave 
region (Ref. 1). With electron beame of suitable quality, the technique could be extended 
to wavelengths shorter than 1000 A. 

With present day technology, there are two promising approaches to the vacuum 
ultraviolet (XUV) FEL. One Is based on cavity formation by end mirrors (Refs. 2 and 3), 
the other through the development of high gain In a single pass device. The former "FEL 
oscillator" Is currently restrlcted to longer wavelengths because high reflectivity 
mirrors (although rapidly evolving through multilayer technology) are not yet available 
(Ref. 2) . In the second approach, which we call the High Gain FEL, the Interaction 
between the electron beam and the undulator occurs in a slnale psss , and no mirrors are 
required. 

The most promising source of electrons with the characteristics required for FEL 
operation is an electron storage rlng . the mode of operation is to deflect the circula· 
tlng electron bunch Into a special bypass containing the FEL undulator , as shown schemati
cally In Figure 1 . The beam, which Is severely disrupted In the FEL Interaction Is then 
reinjected tnto the storage ring. where its equilibrium characteristics are restored 
through the process of radiation damping. After one damping time (50-100 ms), the beam Is 
ready to be switched back into the FEL bypass and the process is repeated. References 4 
and 5 give a more detailed description of FEL bypass operation. 

In this paper we show how the evolution of the optical pulse in the FEL ls determined by 
certaln characteristics of the electron pulse , in particular. the charge density and mo
mentum s pread . We s how how these requ i rements lead to confl i ctlng demands on the storage 
rlng deslgn. and how these confllct s have been assessed i n a syst emat l c f as h ion thr ough 
the dev~ lopment of a new compute r code, ZAP. 

Thls novel . sy stematlc approach has been used t o choose between cand idate storage c l~g 

lattices , all of whi ch were optimized f or hl~h gain FEL operation . Based on our study ~. 
present a deslgn example that 1s c apabl e o f produc i ng coherent r adtat i on a t 400 A wi t h 
tens o f megawatts peak power . . -



2. ,Eb Issues 

~EL Galn. Power. Saturation Length 

An electron beam of energy ym c 2 travellng through a magnetic undulator of perlod ~ , 
can lnterchange energy wlth a t@ansverse laser field of wavelength ~ propagatlng In tHe 
same dlrectlon (Refs. 6 and 7). The lnteractlon becomes resonant when the following 
condltlon ls satlsfied : 

(2.1) 

where K is the deflection parameter, characteristic of the undulator, given by 

K. e ~u B • 0.9J4 ~ B 
2w =e c [cm] [Tesla] 

(2.2) 

An important quantity, which determines the FEb characteristics in the one-dimensional 
theory, is the dimensionless parameter p, siven by (Ref. 8) 

p • (K2[JJlreltb~) l/J (2 . J) 
J21rY J 

where 

(2.4) 

The J and J are ordinary Bessal functions of order zero and one, respectively. AS 
will emirs. inlthe cours. of this paper, for the param.tars of interest to us, p is 
typically of the order of lO-J. 

The characteristics of the power growth of the la.er wave, as obtained from the 
one-dimensional theory, fall into three distinct regimes: the small-sisnal resim., the 
exponential-growth regime and the saturation resim.. Near the entrance of the undulator, 
where the small-sisnal theory applies, the sa in G (defined as the ratio of the . laser power 
at two points separated by a distance % along the undulator axis) is given by 

(2.5) 

farther along the undulator, the laser power P grows exponentially (Refs . 9 to 14) with 
distance, from the initial power Po at a rate proportional to: 

where 

PoeSZ 
P • 

9 

. The corresponding e-folding length for the growth of the radiation power In the 
exponential growth re81~e 1s 

Eventually, the electrons are captured in the ponderornotive potencial ·..,ell dnd the 

(2.6) 

( 2. 7 ) 

( 2 . g ) 

~rowth of radiation po~er stops. The laser saturates at a distance z • % ~lCh a 
characterlstic saturated ?esk pO'"er Psat. The saturation length and ehe ~iak power clre 
glven approxl~ately by (Ref. 8) 

z 

, 
\ 

< 



, 
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Zsat = (l,·ulp) ( Z. 9 ) 

P sat = p Pbeam (Z . 10) 

where Pbeam a [Ele 1s the peak power in the electron beam . The opt imum choice fo r t he 
number of undulator periods N is gi ven by 

N' (Zsat/,u) = (lip) ( l.ll) 

Thts choice for the number of undulator pertods maximizes the laser power 1n the shortest 
possible undulator length. 

-3 . 
Taking the typical values of I . lOO A, E • 750 MeV and p • lxlO considered In this 

paper, one obtains from Eqn. (l.lO) a peak laser power of ISO MW. Assuming a beam pulse 
length of 100 psec and a repetition time (equal to the typical longitudinal damping time 
of the storsg. ring) of 50 msec, we obtain an average power of 0.3 watts . 

A coherent source of radiation of such high intensity. both 1n peak and average power, 
would certainly pioneer novel scientific applications. 

Relationship. Between Laser power and Electron Beam Parameters 

We have seen that the FEL parameter p determines the peak power that can be obtained 
from the laser. In what follows. we try to relate this parameter to the electron beam and 
storage ring characteristics. 

The volume density of the bunched electron beam Is 

(2.12) 

The beam size 0X,l can be expressed 1n terms of the emlttances tx,y and the ampl1tude 
functions 8x,y: 

(2.13) 

The alternating field of an undulator provides an effective focussing force. For a 
planar undulator, the focussing is in the vertical direction, with an effective 
~-functlon given by (Ref. 15) 

B' • 'uY (2.14) 
Y Y'i K" 

Horizontal focussing can also be provided by tilting or by shaping the pole surfaces of 
the undulator ( Ref. 16) . In either case, the focussing strength In the vertical plane Is 
thereby reduced. For the purpose of conceptual s1mplicity. we assume a focussing force of 
the same magnitude In both dlrectlons : 

(2.15) 

By combining Eqns. (2.1), (2 . 12). (2.13), and (2.15), the FEL parameter given In Eqn. 
(2 . 3) can be rewritten: 

_1_ re K3[JJl 

16" ec l(1'K2/2) 
(2 .16 ) 

The above results apply only to the one-dimensional theory with zero energy spread. If 3 

finite energy spread 1s taken into account . the growth rate and the saturation power are 
modified as fo llows (Ref. 11) : 

g ~ g ' • f(op,p)g 

P ~ P' • h(o ,p) P 
sat sat p sat 

( 2 . I I ; 



The f ( op,p) and h(op,p) are Eu nctlons of the electron ~elative energy sp read . 
op a ( up / P)r:ns' and P. and descrlbe form. f actors t hat. in general. decreas e · ... ich 
increaslng values of ( op/p) . (E op ls non-zero , the tEL perfoc~ance ls signlfLcantly 
<educed unless the following condition Is satlsf i ed (Ref. 18 ): 

Op S lIN - p ( 2.13 ) 

If the ~omentum sp<ead of the elect<on beam Is la<ge and the Inequality In Eqn .( 2. 18) Is 
violated, both functions f and g can become conside<ably less than unity, thus deg<ad· 
ing the fEL pe<fo<mance. The function f(o ,p) can be obtained by solving a dlspe<slon 
relation, which becomes a cubic equation fBr a Lorent.ian or a rectangular longitudinal 
momentum distribution. for a Lorent.ian distribution, the value of f(op'p) is 1 when 
oplp • 0 and 0,36 when oplp • 1. 

In addition to the natural energy spread, the beam emittance contributes an effective 
energy spread (Ref. 5) that is subject to a condition similar to Eqn. (2 . 18) . Making use 
of Eqn. (2.15) and under the assumption that the transverse charge distributions are 
Gaussian, the effective energy spread can be written: 

(0) • "(c~ + Sci) Ktr 
p eft 2 -rTy", 

(2.19) 

For all the cases considered in this paper, the effective energy spread is not negligible, 
but is usually smaller than the natural 0p. 

In determining a "figure of merit" for a given storage ring by which it may be compared 
with others, we attampt to achieve the maximum peak power output in the shortest undulator 
langth for a given output wavelength •. We see from equations (2.6) and (2.8) that this 
requires maximizing the gain parametar, p. In termf of the storage ring deSign, we see 
that maximizing p involves maximizing the value of I/(y2VCXCy), i.a., maximizing the 
current density. In the next section we discus. the problams of achieving high density 
electron bunches in a storage ring. 

l. Problem. 10 Acblevlna High penalty Electron Bunches 
and !het; Implication. fOr Sco;a •• B101 Oesllo 

In this section we review the collective effects that limit the electron density 
achievable in a storase ring and show how they demand conflicting requirements from the 
rins design. 

The interaction of the beam with its environment produces electromagnetic fields which 
react back on the beam. This feedback mechanism causes a variety of coherent instabili' 
ties to develop that either cause the momentum spread to increase or limit the maximum 
achievable current . Either effect is deleterious to FEL performance. 

For the fEL rings we have conSidered, the longitudinal microwave instability presents 
the most severe limitation. Kere the threshold peak current is given by (Ref. 19): 

(3.1) 

where F is the longitudinal form factor (.1) and (Z In) is the effective longitudinal 
lmpedan&e, which is the average of the full frequencY dependent lmpedance ovar the bunch 
[Dode spectrulIl. 

Already we can see confllcting <equirements. Fro~ equation ( 2.1 8) we wish to keep 00 
s~all . ~hlch from equation ( 3.l) lowers the peak cutrent achievable. This could be of£se' 
by designing a lattice '.ith a large momentuttl compaction factor . Q.. However. increas ing ~ 
a. demands a larger rE voltage to ~aintain the ~omentum acceptance of the storage ring. 
~hich in general ~lll result in more rf c3vities and thereby ~ore" longitudinal i=pedan~~ " 

This aspect of parameter optimlzation is further exacerbated by the requirements or 
another effect. lntrabeam scattering. tn thls process eLectrons ~iChln the bunch COU ~ " " " 
scatter off each ocher cransEering energy predominantly from transverse lnco Longitudl : 
~otion. ~hen such a scatter occurs 1n a dlspersive region of the lattice. a radial 
betatron osclllatlon Is excited. The net result is that the beam ~rows both radially ," 
longitudInally, thereby lnc<easing the emlttance and diluting the bunch density. 



, 

Quantitatively; the treatment of intrabeam scattering i s quite complicated (Ref. 20 ) . 
Ho~ever, for the type of lattic es under considerati on, an appr ox imate expression for the 
radial di f fusion rate was found to be : 

tx' C ,!2 <~pyV: vry ) 
( 3 . 2a ) 

where H 1s given by: H - Yxn2 + 2dxnn ' + 8xn'2 ( 3 . 2b) 

with ax' 8x and Yx being the lattice Twiss parameters, n the dispersion function and 
n ' its deri vative . 

It is immediately seen that all the requirements for the high gain FEL tend to increase 
the diffusion rate . Moreover. buried in H is a requirement to reduce the dispersion in 
the lattice and so reduce at in direct conflict with the requirement on a from the 
longitudinal microwave instability. 

Large angle Coulomb scattering results in a longitudinal (momentum) excursion which can 
kick the electron out of the momentum acceptance of the storage ring. This well known 
phenomenon known as the Touschek effect leads to a reduced lifetime of the stored electron 
beam. The Tousche~ lifetime Is proportional to the cube of the energy (y3), the square 
of the momentum acceptance, and inversely to the beam density. Thus, increasing the 
Touschek lifetime moves In the direction of reducing the FEL gain, p. 

By now it should be apparent that there is little chance of finding a prescription by 
which storage ring parameters can be found to simultaneously satisfy the various con
straints. What is required is a way In which to judge the suitability of a given lattice 
for a given application , in this case, the XUV-FEL. To this end ve have begun the de
velopment of a new computer code called ZAP. 

In broad outline, the program wor~s as follows. As primary Inputs , ZAP utilizes the 
parameters of a lattice (betatron functions, dispersion . momentum compaction. natural 
emittance , radiation damping time) along with the relevant "physics" needs (e.g" the FEL 
requirement for small momentum spread). The code then calculates. as a function of the 
rIDS bunch length, the required rf voltage and the corresponding buc~et height . Impedance 
estimates are made and. based on these . calculations of the longi·tudinal and transverse 
threshold currents. From the lower of these threshold current values and the radiation 
damping time, ZAP calculates the Intrabeam scattering (IBS) rates and Iterates to find the 
equilibrium transverse and longitudinal emittances (where the IBS and the quantum excita
tion are balanced by the radiation damping). Finally, the equilibrium emittance values 
and a selected momentum acceptance are used to obtain the Touschek lifetime of the ring. 
Other options of the code include calculation of the primary FEL parameters . gas scatter
Ing lifetime, and estimates of multlbunch Instability growth rates and frequency shifts. 

Thus . from the earliest stages of a lattice deSign . ZAP can be used to indicate whether 
or not the design is worth pursuing and. if so. in which directions improvements could be 
made. Details of the way in which the code works can be found in Ref. 22. 

A good example of the use of ZAP Is the determination of parameter variation with the 
allowed momentum spread of the beam. o. In terms of the peak current limitation , one 
of the ways of gaining ( as can be seenPln Eqn. ( 3.1» Is to Increase the allowable 
momentum spread of the beam. For low values of op. we expect the peak current to in
crease as o~. At larger values of op this increase flattens out , because the impedance 
becomes rf aominated , and thus the impedance is also increasing quadratically with op . 
(In this latter regime the longitudinal threshold is no longer dominant anyway.) Berow 
op of about 0.005 , the peak current limitation arises from the longitudinal threshold, 
whereas above this value the transverse threshold would dominate . Obviously the peak 
current performance impr oves with lncreasing mom~ntum spread. Unfortunately. the gain of 
an FEL degrades rapidly if op is greater than the p parameter. This degradati on o f FEL 

· per f ormance with incr easlng momentum spread is illustrated i n Fig . 2. which shows the 
increas e in e-fo ldlng length (i ef"f ) and decrease in gain parameter ( ,o eff ) compared with 
t heir ze r o -energy-spread values ( ie.p ) . For t he designs considered here, we conclude t hat 
th e va l ue of op that c an be achie ved i n the s t o r age ring (as a compromi s e between storage 
r i n~ and FEL per f ormance ) i s about 0. 002 . 

5 



4. Th e Co herent XUV facillty (C Xf) 

for the parametric studies of the lattlc es consldered foe the CXf, so~e com~on 
assumption were- made . for example, i::-:pedance estimates for the ring incl~de the "SPf-:AR 
roll ~o ff" · .... hen bunch lengths are shllC'ter than the average beam pipe radlus. [ncluded i n 
the impedance estimate ls the contribution froID the rf cavlties. for the rings co be 
discussed in thiS paper, we standardized on the 500 MHz rf cavity used In PETRA. The 
required number of rf cells Is estimated (assuming a peak rf voltage of 500 kVlcell) based 
on the voltage needed to maintain a beam of the chosen momentum spread and bunch length 
within the linear part of the rf acceptance. (This estimate leads to a minimum rf 
requirement, which Is preferred for both economic and Impedance reasons.) Based on 
measurements of the PETRA cavities (Ref. 21), we have assumed a contribution to the 
longitudlnal broadband lmpedance of 3.66/R ohms/cell and a transverse contribution per 
cell of 4,000 ohms/m. 

five different lattices of three types were Investigated for the CXf. Details of the 
lattices and a dlscusslon of how thelr parameters evolved can be found In Ref . 22. 

In each case, the viabl1lty of the lattlce (tunabl1lty, chromatic behaviour, dynamlc 
aperture, atc.) has been conflrmed, and the parameters optlmized to glve the best perform' 
anCe In terms of a CXf. A summary of each lattice, and the results of the analysis uslng 
ZAP, are presented 1n Table. 1 and 2. respectlvely . 

Table 1. SUmmary of Lattic, Parameter! 

Sn80W Sn30W Sn30 CFLS5 Cn44 Units 

·x 6 . 61 6 . 65 6.37 7.35 7.&5 
.y 6.64 4.64 2.12 4.35 4 . 35 
.. X la' 14.4 5.77 5.90 5.62 4.92 
"max 2.67 1.43 1.43 0. &0 0.70 III 

Uo 39.6 46.3 10.3 7.0 &.0 keV/turn 
~c x 10' 11.4 7.0 31.9 68.6 52.3 s 
KFt (sextupole) 0.79 1.05 1.09 3.01 4.94 m-' 
ICOI (strength) -0.99 -2.88 -2.2" -3.2 -".60 m-' 
8x (lIlax) 36.4 24.3 26.2 16 . 6 16.7 m 
8y (max) 31.9 24.2 33.5 28.& 29.3 m 
Vo 4.7 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.3 MV 
cox x 10· 3.25 6 . 85 21.5 5.0 4.6 m-rad 

Table 2. Paramete;:9 Ptedicted by ZAP · 

SFl&OW SFl30W SFl30 CFl55 CFl44 Unlts 
'x/Cy 

ex x 10· 10:1 10 . 2 7.4 24.& 12.9 10 .1 Ill-rad 
1 376 123 230 214 199 A 
at 0.0125 O. 0125 0.0125 0.0125 O. 0125 III 

'r 10:1 1.0 2.4 3. 7 2.0 1.4 h 

1 x lO-L 0 { 1:1 9 . 4 3.3 1.& 4 . 2 5. a} A /11' , 

,-r:xq 10:1 11. 6 5. J 2.9 5.2 6.2 
100 : 1 19.2 1l.8 7.2 8. 7 10.5 

p x 10' 10 : 1 1.6 1.) 1.0 1.) 1.) 

Solely In ter~s of the FE~ gaIn parameter, p, the lattice SFl80W (a Chasman·Green 
structure ~ith high fleld ~l~gler insertions co i~pC'Oye the synchrotron damptng rates ) h~5 
the best figure of ~erLt. However. It has not been chosen 3S the preferred solueion 
amongst other lattice optlons. [t ls perhaps ~orthwhlle to summarlze here what seemed to 
uS to be the dra~backs - of this lactlcs. 

• 

-"= 



( 

.. 

The opera t io n of a s torage r i ng ~ith a relatively l arge ~ r o po rti on o f i t$ 
circum ference occ up ied by hig h f ield ~iggler ~a gnets like Sf ldOW ~ay presen t 
problems, or at least introduces an ele~ent of unce rt a in ty in t he beam .J ynam ics 
aspects of the storage rlng . The non-linear ef fects of high field ~Lag i ~rs an ~~e 
long term s tability of the beam are not yet kno~n, and mo re theoret ical ~nd 
experimental work i s needed . 
Free space for conventi onal undulators has been re se r ve d in the lattice . [t i s 
beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the detailed aspects of the machine 
operating in the more conventional undu1ator mode. These undutators would probabl y 
operate at different beam energies from the FEL. Different optics solutions would 
be needed for the two modes of operation ( FEL operation at low energy and 
conventional undulator operation at the peak energy of 1.3 GeV). 
The large energy acceptance (3~) needed for an acceptable Touschek lifetime 
requires a powerful rf system (4.7 MV peak voltage at 750 MeV compared with 1.3 MV 
for lattice CFI44, for example). 
Large dynamic and physical apertures are required to accept an electron that 
experiences a momentum change of 3~ due to Coulomb scattering within the achromat, 
where the peak dispersion Is Z.7 m. 
It was found that the chromatic properties of thls lattice are very sensitive to 
the exact location of the chromaticity sextupoles. 

The lattices designated "CF" are Vignola-type combined function lattices (Ref . Z3), 
which give emittance values comparable to those of the separated function lat"tices having 
wigglers. Moreover, they have the operational simplicity that a lattice with wigglers 
does not have, e . g., easy energy variability and excellent chromatic properties . Although 
there Is some penalty In FEL performance, the simplicity and relative cost-effectiveness 
of this type of lattice make it appear a good candidate for further study . For these 
reasons, we have adopted the lattlce CFl44 as our cho1ce for presentation as the deSign 
example for the CXF. 

A detailed discussion of lattice CFl44 can be found in Ref. Z2, together with a 
description of some of the necessary facility subsystems ( injector, rf, bypass, and 
undulator). Here we present for completeness a layout drawing of the facility, Figure 3, 
and the lattice functions through one of the (six) unit cells, Figure 4. 

With the parameters outlined in Table Z, I.e., I - 199 A at 750 MeV, ap 
P- 1.3 x 10-3 , we obtain an effective gain parameter of PeEf - O. Z x 10- 3 
which gives a peak power In the optical pulse of -30 MW. 

- Z x 10-3 and 
(see Figure Z), 

The FEL bypass system which complements CF144 has also been designed. The layout of the 
extraction elements leading to the FEL undulator is shown 1n Figure 5. and the matched 
optical functions along this section of the bypass are given In Figure 6 . Reinjection 
Into the storage ring from the bypass Is a mirror image of the extraction side. 

Finally, let us consider the FEL undulator Itself. It is seen from Eqn. (Z.16) that a 
high value of the deflection parameter K Is desirable . As K ranges from 0 to Infinity In 
Eqn. (Z.4), the argument! of the Bessel functions In [JJ) ranges only from 0 to 0.5; 
thua, [JJ) becomes constant as K Increases . For large K, p3 Is simply proportlonaI to 
K. For fixed ~ and 1, a higher K demand. a smaller undulator period ~u in order to 
satisfy the resonant condition (see Eqn. (Z.l». Note that this is consistent with the 
demand for a smaller saturation length ('sat - ~ulp). 

From Eqn. (Z.Z) we see that If one want. a smaller undulator period without reducing K, . 
the undulator f1eld B must increase. This requires reducing the undulator gap. We use the 
following approximate empirical relation for the field of a hybrid undulator having a 
steel - perManent-magnet (samarium-cobalt. Ref. 24) deSign: 

B[tesla) • 3.34 exp 1· ~ r· 47 - 1.8 ~J} 
where d is the undulator gap . 

tn practice. t he deflection parameter K c~nnot be increased too mUCh, · o r ~lse the 
effectlve energy spread in Eqn . (2.19) becomes si~nificant and deg rades the fF.L 
performance . Even ~ith this constraint , the undlJlator ga p is still s~all enough to 
significantly disrupt the beam, thus re qu iri ng a bypass for t he fK L ( Ref. 22). The 
undu1ator parameters of lnterest i n our deslgn are summar lzed in Table 3 . 
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Phocon '"avelengch ( A) 
Eleccron onorgy (MeV) 
Magnec period (cm) 
K 
Peak MagneCic field (T) 
ax - ay (m) 

Undulator gap 0.3 cm 

table) Undulat o c ?3camecers 

---400---
500 
1. 85 
2.50 
1. 45 
2. 31 

ISO 
2.29 
3.61 
1. 61 
2.91 

5. SYmma,Y and Conclusions 

---1000---
500 
2.36 
3.11 
1.11 
1. 95 

ISO 
2.91 
5.26 
1. 9) 
2.59 

We have shown that in a single pas •• high gain fEL driven by an electron storage ring. 
the ultimate performance of che fEL is intrinsically tied to the electron beam 
parameters . It is demonstrated that high charge denSities are required and that. In such 
a regime, collective effects dominate the equilibrium behaviour of the scored beam. In 
order to Identify the parameter dependence, wa have written a new compucar program. calle'd 
ZAP, which has been usad to select and optimize a pertlcular storage ring lattice 
structure for use In an XUV coherent radiation facility. The viability of such a facility 
ha. been confirmed and we predict an output power of -30 MW peak , at a repetition rate of 
-20 Hz. 
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